


What is a Wedding Mood Board?

Why Create a Wedding Mood Board?

Think of a wedding mood board as your ultimate wedding planner BFF - it's a visual roadmap where you throw in colors, textures, and inspo pics. It's not just a pretty collage; it's your cheat code to nailing the vibe of your big day.

Crafting a wedding mood board is like creating your visual blueprint. It helps vendors understand your vision clearly, ensuring everything fits together seamlessly for your perfect day.

Mood Board for Rustic Wedding
Mood board for a rustic bride involves incorporating natural, organic, and down-to-earth elements. Rustic weddings often feature a blend of outdoor charm, vintage aesthetics, and country-inspired details. Here's a guide on how to create a mood board for a rustic bride:

Compile these elements into a visual mood board using tools like Pinterest, Canva, or by creating a physical collage. This mood board will serve as a reference and inspiration for planning a rustic-themed wedding that reflects the desired aesthetic.

Color Palette 

Florals 

Decor 

Fonts and Graphics 

Textures 

Fashion 

Photo Style 

Inspiration Images 

 Earthy tones: browns, greens, tans, and deep red
 Neutral hues: whites, creams, and beig
 Accents of barn red: Incorporate pops of barn red for a traditional rustic feel

 Wildflowers and greenery: bouquets and arrangement
 Baby's breath: simple and rustic touc
 Mason jar vases: for flowers or as candle holders

 Wooden signs for directional signage or message
 Lanterns as centerpieces or along pathways for a warm glo
 Barrel as tables or as decorative elements

 Choose rustic-inspired fonts that have a handcrafted and vintage fee
 Use graphics like horseshoes, antlers, or wheat stalks to enhance the rustic theme

 Burlap: table runners, chair sashes, bridal accessorie
 Wood: farm tables, wooden signs, or tree slice
 Lace: touches for a soft and feminine fee
 Twine: invitations, bouquets, decorative accents

 Lace details for a rustic and romantic vib
 Cowboy boots into the bridal ensembl
 Simple accessories that complement the rustic theme

 Outdoor settings: barn, farm, or garde
 Candid moments that showcase the relaxed and genuine atmospher
 Take advantage of the warm tones during the golden hour for stunning photos

 Collect images of rustic weddings, barn venues, and outdoor ceremonie
 Look for pictures that highlight the chosen color palette, textures, and overall rustic charm


